Special Issue on

“Breast Cancer: Screening and New Interventions in Treatment”

Aims and Scope

Cancer Science & Research: Open Access (CSROA) is an Open Access publication that enlightens and empowers cancer research community by providing an insight on breakthrough discoveries in basic and clinical cancer research. CSROA is an International peer-reviewed journal which accepts original submissions, reviews, surgeon's reports, rapid communications, editorials, case reports and letters encasing the etiology, pathophysiology and treatment of cancer.

Breast cancer is the world’s second most common cancer. Its early diagnosis through screening techniques helps in understanding the disease process. Constant assessing of researchers along with the improved surgical, radiotherapy techniques and vaccination added new types of targeted therapy.

We are a step ahead to bring the current “Breast Cancer: Screening and New Interventions in Treatment” exploration to you and others in an easy accessible way by your participation and co-operation.

Topics:
The Special issue comprehensively covers a plethora of topics but not limited to

- Breast cancer biomarkers
- BRCA gene mutations
- Clinical breast examination
- Mammography
- Mamma Print Test
- Breast thermograph
- Micro calcification
- Breast cancer stem cells
- Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)
- Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS)
- Oncotype DX
- Molecular Breast Imaging
- SPoT-Light HER2 CISH
- Mastectomy
- Lumpectomy
- Chemotherapy Combinations
- Radiotherapy
- Targeted breast cancer therapies
Submissions

All kind of papers are invited. Please refer author guidelines before submission. Author benefits for submitting the articles can be found here: http://symbiosisonlinepublishing.com/special-issues/

Kindly submit your article online at http://www.symbiosisonlinepublishing.com/submitManuscript.php

Or submit it as an e-mail attachment to cancer@symbiosisonline.org

Submissions are open from August 05, 2015
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